In the F 2 from a cross between two normal green races of Primula sinensis appeared among 160 plants one of which showed variegated leaves. This plant selfed gave an offspring Consisting of green, variegated and yellow plants. The yellow-leaved plants differed from the normal green type in having smaller chloroplasts, which were of a pale yellowish green colour. Notwithstanding the lack of normal chloroplasts it was possible to raise a few plants of this pale-coloured type to maturity. The coloured parts of the variegated plants consisted of a patchwork of cells of two kinds, containing respectively bright green and pale-coloured chloroplasts. Near the boundary between patches of normal and chlorotic tissue and in very young leaves however were found cells, which contained side by side the two kinds of chloroplats. This observation is of importance for the knowledge of the functions of cytoplasm and nucleus, because it affords support for the view, that the abnormality in the chlorotic plastids is localized in the chloroplants themselves and is not a function of the cytoplasm as a whole.
The normal green plants gave on offspring containing only normal green individuals, the progeny of the variegated plants consisted again of normal green, yellow and variegated plants, in various proportions however.
The green and the yellow plants may be explained as originating from egg-cells formed in the pare green or pure yellow patches of tissue, which occur in the variegated mother-plant.
The variegated offspring must be supposed to have their origin from egg-cells, which are endowed as their for'marion with a mixture of plastids of different kinds. As B aur has pointed out, there will occur by the celldivision a gradual sorting out of the different kinds of plastids into different daughter-cells and the adult tissues will be a mosaic of cells.
The extracted yellow-leaved plants were used, both as male and as female parents, in crosses with normal green plants. When the yellowleaved plant was used as the male parent, both the F 1 and the succeeding generations consisted entirely of normal green plants. When on the other
